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Legacy

• Established government agency (1812 - )
• Process organisation since 1999
• From regional to nation-wide organisation 2014
• Strategy 2014
• Strategy 2016
• Struggling with understanding the customer/client needs

• From “assuming that we know” towards “knowing that we assumed”
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COMMON PURPOSE 2020

We are responsible for the whole of the
real property system, including the new
register of housing company shares.

We coordinate the national spatial data
infrastructure.

We produce data that is secure,
transparent and easy to utilise, enabling
new growth in society.

We guarantee the ownership of real
properties and shares in housing
companies as well as the reliability of
topographic data.

We have taken the digital leap and
abandoned old processes and
operations models.

Our new operations models, processes
and e-services have considerably
improved the productivity of the
National Land Survey and our
customers.

We offer advanced and customer-
oriented services

We are pioneers of new working
methods and efficiently use the
resources available within our
organisation.

COMPETENCE AND REFORMS

We continuously improve our skills and encourage our
staff to learn new things and unlearn old ones.

OPEN SCIENCE AND OPEN DATA

We continue to grant access to more of our scientific
research results and data materials and we are active

participants in Finnish open science projects.

THEMES AND MOST
IMPORTANT MEASURES

The National Land Survey's strategic roadmap for 2016–2020

E-SERVICES

We develop multi-channel, secure and interoperable e-
services.

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

The customer experience is the starting point for our
operations and we create and develop services based on

customer needs.
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PROCESS DIGITALISATION AND INTEROPERABILITY

We streamline our internal processes and increase the
interoperability of our processes across organisational

boundaries.

IMPROVING OUR REGISTERS
We implement the National Topographic Database, the

preliminary report on the cadastral reform and the
computerised register of housing company shares.

NLS' ROLE

We influence the distribution of work within the public
administration and strengthen the role of the NLS.



Development of technology

Customers/clients

Partners

Personnel

Measurement

Statutory tasks

Ecosystems

STRATEGY WORK

Service chains

Role and goals of
NLS 2023

Trends Tasks

Technology

Weak signals

Expectations

What measures
are needed?

Measures

Outlining the
future –
2030/2023

VISION

STRATEGIC
GOALS

SPHERES OF
ACTION

BUSINESS
IDEA

Best organisation for execution

Existing
values

CapabilitySchedule
RisksResponsibilities

What do we do, how, and for whom With whom

Clients and services

Proactive
planning of
future

Know-how

What issues
change our
activities

What do we
have to do

Our own aspirations

Keep it simple, understandable, and
justified in the execution of the project as
well as in the participation, and content of
the end result

Trying to understand



Continuous  strategy
work
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MITEN LAKISÄÄTEISET PERUSTEHTÄVÄTNLS
NOW

Collaboration Ecosystems
Networks

Megatrends Technology
Policies

Effect of change factors
to NLS activities

Measures drawn from
strategy

Relation between Strategy and Statutory Basic Tasks

STATUTORY BASIC TASKS

2020 2021
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Robotics, automatic services

Financing gets tighter

Durability crisis comes to a head

Sufficient is enough

Technology divides people

Digitalisation

Meaningfulness in business and leadership gains importance

Virtual and augmented reality become common

Value of data increases

Use of AI expands

Decision-making becomes problem-solving

Hyperconnectivity increases

Smart things and services are common
Power of crowds on the web strengthens

Understanding of technology becomes part of civics

Urbanisation continues

People live longer, population grows

Emphasis on social capital grows

Life-long learning becomes necessary

TECHNICAL

ECONOMIC

SOCIETAL
Quick analytics gets common

Significance of
megatrends
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Uusi teknologia jolla voidaan hyödyntää MML:n tietovarantoja…

Tieto- ja kyberturvallisuuden ja tietosuojan merkitys
"Oikeudenmukainen, yhdenvertainen ja mukaan ottava Suomi"

Perusrekisterikokonaisuuden hallinnan vastuut ovat murroksessa

Kaupunkistuminen ja väestön keskittyminen kasvukeskuksiin
Yhteiskehittäminen ja verkostomainen toiminta

Paikkatiedon käyttö monipuolistuu

Tietovarantojen laadun ja tietojen saatavuuden merkitys korostuvat
Asiakkaiden palveluvaatimukset kasvavat ja eriytyvät

Osaavan henkilöstön puute

Työn tekemisen mallit ja ympäristöt sekä osaamis- ja…
MML:n rooli yhteiskunnassa muuttuu uusien hankkeiden myötä

Asiakaskeskeisyyden korostuminen

Digitalisaatio muuttaa toimintatapoja

Henkilöstön mielestä viisi tärkeintä muutostekijää (äänestys Ideapajassa)

Staff voted on the importance of different
change factors pre-selected by the
management

Digitalisation changes the ways of working
Customer-centeredness emphasised

Role of NLS evolves through new projects
Both work procedures and environment and capacity and

training requirements change
Hard to get skilled staff



Digitalisation is the central change affecting the operating environment
– not the least because it makes the customers more demanding

• 70 % of the stakeholders estimated that digitalisation is the central change in the environment

• Digitalisation creates new requirements to networking and collaboration between public authorities and
other actors.

The NLS is a credible change-maker
• Its strengths are its expertise, trustworthiness and high-class data

• Important that the NLS is regarded as development-oriented and innovative – in addition to its expertise it
has proven ability to change

More input in collaboration, networking and communication desired
• These issues were not very visible in the previous strategy. They were however repeatedly expressed in the

study.

• NLS has to consider what type of collaboration and what role it wants to have in different networks.
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Three Central Take-Aways from the Stakeholder Study



The NLS Strategy Project 2019 - 2020

• Build on the statutory basic tasks, the goals agreed with the
ministry, and existing values.

• The key results and proposals of the strategy project:
 Identify external change factors (megatrends, other factors,

stakeholders’ views) and the SDGs
 Strategic goals, related measures, renewed vision.
 Capabilities connected to the measures.
 Preliminary sub-measures
 Strategy review become an integral part of management activities

 ensure the up-to-datedness of the strategy
 Fulfilment status of goals be measured
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Our strategy for the future
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VALUES AND STRATEGIC GOALSMISSION VISION
Advancing togetherInformation about the Earth

Our top-level
research is

well-known and
valued

internationally

We are a
significant part
of the public
service entity

The data we
maintain
ensures

stability in
society

WILL TO SERVE

A RELIABLE PARTNER

COURAGE AND THE ABILITY TO CREATE
SOMETHING NEW

DIFFERENT TOGETHER

Secure high-quality services for
customers

Active influencer in ecosystems
and networks

Widespread implementation of
innovations and research results

A sought-after place to work

We work
together

We are daring
and innovative

We are
responsible for
residential and

commercial
property

information,
land

information and
topographic

data
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From Strategic Goals to Concrete Measures



• Strategy review twice a year
• Spring: status of strategy and operating environment 

update if necessary
• Autumn: planning of measures for the following year(s)

• Each strategic goal has an owner within the
management

• Management monitors the realisation of the strategy
and updates when necessary

• Monitoring tool for change factors (Futures Platform)
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Rolling Strategy Process



From Strategy Review to Measures

2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

STRATEGY

Measures
(Year 1)

Measures
(Years 2-4)

2025

STRATEGY

Measures
(Year 1)

Measures
(Years 2-4)

STRATEGY

Measures
(Year 1)

Measures
(Years 2-4)

Change
monitoring

Strategy
Review

Change
monitoring

Strategy
Review



Secure high-quality services for
customers
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Advancing together


